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1

What you will learn

In this exercise you will explore three hacking/ cybercrime cases, in order to:

2



Learn through scenarios the importance of cyber law and cyber law enforcement for the
operation of the CERT and – beyond that – for its organisation and management;



Find pragmatic ways to cooperate with all relevant parties involved in cases of cybercrime:
CERT, management, legal counsel, CISO, privacy/ data protection officer, law enforcement.

Introduction

From the early stages of the CERT community until around the year 2000, CERT professionals hardly
had to deal with cybercrime involving legal action and court cases. That is, in most countries at the
time, cybercrime laws had not been written yet and so nefarious activities targeting computers
sometimes fell into a grey area. Even in countries that had the beginnings of such legislation, the
police had little or no experience in this area.
However, the dotcom boom that started around 1995 and made Internet the critical infrastructure
that it is today, present in all layers of society, soon changed this. The Internet started to carry
monetary value, personal value (including identities) and finally also cultural, social, political and
military value.
Hacking thus evolved from the sport for adventurous students that it mostly was in the 1990s to the
usual variety found in everyday life – all the way from small-scale offences to heavy, organised
crime, and even terrorism, espionage and counter-measures like cyber defence.
CERT professionals today make an important contribution to the prevention and correction of cyber
offences and cybercrime. They form a link between their organisations and constituencies on the
one hand, and cyber law enforcement (and cyber defence) on the other hand.
This link is not without complication and tensions, because the CERT professional’s first loyalty is
towards the organisation or constituency that he/ she serves and that employs him/ her. The natural
reaction is to solve problems within the own organisation with help of management. The boundary
between cyber offence and cybercrime is not always clear. Nor is it always clear if and when cyber
offences should be reported to law enforcement for investigation and prosecution as cybercrime.
On top of these conflicting interests and confusing circumstances for CERT professionals, the
situation is yet more complex. The law not only offers options to punish cybercrime, it also places
demands on organisations and companies. The law demands the protection of privacy as employees
usually have some form of privacy protection even in their workplace, and system administrators or
CERT professionals do not have full investigatory rights by default. Additionally, there may be legal
demands on what an organisation must keep in regard to records and for how long, and also what
they are not allowed to log or keep, especially when it comes to personal data. So these
professionals work in a complex environment, not just technically, but also legally.
And then in those still-rare cases where the police may do a raid and seize computers, or even
simply ask for logfiles or data, the CERT professionals and their management often do not know for
sure what they must do and what they must not do. What to log? How to treat the logs? What other
evidence to gather? How to gather it? The questions seem endless.
Therefore, cooperation in the area of cybercrime and cyber law is increasingly important today, and
CERT professionals as well as their management, legal counsel or corporate lawyer, CISO and privacy
/ data protection officers need to be informed and trained in these issues and questions.
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For this reason, a course like the TRANSITS I training for CERT professionals, supported by ENISA,
offers a ‘legal module’, which presents and discusses the legal and law enforcement cooperation
aspects of CERT work. This legal module starts off with the ‘why’ question, using some scenarios to
make clear the pressing need for CERT professionals to be aware of cyber legislation and cyber law
enforcement – and how to translate this to their own organisation and constituency.
The current exercise builds on that same ‘why’ question by exploring three real-life hacking/
cybercrime cases and focusing on their content and the questions involved, from a formal/ legal
standpoint, and from the standpoint of cooperating with cyber law enforcement.

3

Exercise Tasks

The trainer explains the exercise goals and setup.
You are allowed to use laptops or handhelds to connect with the Internet during the exercise,
whenever this supports the exercise. The trainer will make clear when and how. Please remember
that the use of computers and the Internet during role-plays is meant as fallback and background
activity, as the main activities are discussion and role-play!

3.1 Case 1 – Request for Information
Starting point:

Police Request for Information
•

You are the local CERT for your organisation

•

On Friday morning the police call you, asking to meet the
same afternoon as they urgently need to access some
logfile data within your organisation, as part of a criminal
investigation

•

In the afternoon a uniformed Police Officer visits you and
asks for these data, he is quite specific about what he
needs and from what time interval

•

What do you know and what don’t you know?

•

Do you know what to do and what to not do?

www.enisa.europa.eu
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3.1.1

Task 1 – role-play

The above slide is the starting scene of a role-play. The organisation involved is a company by the
name of Lightning Telecom (LT). LT is an emerging medium-size telecom operator offering the whole
range from telephone to Internet and TV services to end users plus a range of IT services to
businesses. Their own infrastructure is mostly based on fibre all the way to the customers with an IP
infrastructure that carries all services. LT offer state-of-the-art connection services and their
business model is to mirror that in the quality of all their services. Thus they take security seriously;
they have recently established their CERT, made it a member of TF-CSIRT/Trusted-Introducer and
FIRST and they started cooperating with other CERTs in their country and outside. LT promises their
customers that they will protect privacy and confidentiality as best they can and as far as the law
allows. LT is based in country X and offers its services primarily in the same country. The trainer will
tell you what country X will be.
You work in 6 groups; each group is allocated one of the following roles (each group will receive a
more detailed role description):
 Jack, LT’s CERT duty officer
 Sue, LT’s head of IT and CERT line manager (Sue is not the CERT chair)
 Henk, LT’s company lawyer
 Marie-Claire, LT’s CIO (the CISO is on holiday)
 Claudia, the police officer in charge of the case
 Heinz, the examining magistrate who oversees the case and allowed the local investigation
3.1.2

Task 2 – plenary guided discussion

The following questions are discussed in a general plenary session:
Legal: ‘How do I check that this person is a policeman?’
Legal: ‘Is the information traffic data (i.e. about traffic: where from, where to, what type, what time)
or content (i.e. what was communicated)?’ (laws are generally different)
Operational: ‘Do I have authority to release the information or does it need to be checked by
legal/management?’
Legal: ‘What legal power is the policeman using, i.e. how do I know he/ she has sufficient legal
grounds to acquire the data he/ she asks for?’
Legal: ‘Does that mean I “have” to release the information? Or only that I “may” release it?’
Legal: ‘And what conditions apply?’ (e.g. under UK data protection law, one can only release
information if one is persuaded that it's necessary for the prevention/detection/investigation of a
crime: If one is not persuaded then one mustn't disclose it)
Legal: ‘Can I tell others about this request?’
Operational: ‘Who do I need to inform internally?’
Legal: ‘What paperwork is required/offered?’
Legal: ‘Is the information to be used as evidence, or only intelligence?’ ‘Will I be asked/told if that
changes?’
Operational: ‘What is the appropriate way to release it?’ (e.g. handed to policeman on encrypted
USB is good, sent via unencrypted email isn't).
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3.2 Case 2 – Abuse by a Colleague
Starting point:

Abuse by a Colleague
•

You are the CERT of the Phone Company

•

An employee of your company with access to communication
logfiles is suspected to have checked the call history of his
girlfriend to find if she has been cheating on him

•

You think you may need to access his work computer and e-mail
to gather evidence, and technically you, or IT, can do this

•

Are you allowed to do this by your company policies ?

•

What safeguards are there both for your colleague and you?

•

Is it possible that you may break the law by doing this?

•

Will any evidence gathered stand up in court if needed?

www.enisa.europa.eu

3.2.1

28

Task 1 – group discussion

In groups, you discuss the questions from the slide above, plus the following one:
‘Even if your company policies or your boss allow you to do this, at what point does this become a
matter for the police – who takes that decision, and once it is made, who reports to the police?’
Make sure you back up your group’s answers with legal references, quoting or specifically citing
them when possible!
3.2.2

Task 2 – group discussion

Each group has to draw up a basic internal policy to deal with deep investigations of staff computers.
This policy:
 must include the CERT, CISO, board level, HR department, legal counsel
 must be legally valid.
3.2.3

Task 3 – group discussion

Each group has to draw up an internal guideline on how to secure evidence in cases such as the one
discussed here.
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3.3 Case 3 – Botnet Remedy: 90 minutes plenary/role-play
Starting point:

Botnet Remedy (Takedown?)
•

You are a very clever CSIRT officer in your university and you find
out that many local systems are “owned” by what seems a big
international botnet

•

You want to remedy the botnet inside but also help to take the
botnet down!

•

Do you need to report this to the police?

•

Does your boss allow you to? Does your boss have any clue what
the university’s stand is in cases like this?

•

Suppose you cooperate with the police – what can you be
expected to do and share – and what not to?

www.enisa.europa.eu
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Extra information: your university hosts the Command and Control server and you have been
notified of this. You asked the local sysadmin for a copy of the network traffic of that server and file
system.
3.3.1

Task 1 – role-play

The above slide is the starting scene of a role-play. The organisation involved is the Da Vinci
University (DVU), a well established and internationally respected university in country X – country X
is again decided by the trainer.
There are 7 roles this time, for 7 groups. Four roles are the same as for Case 1, only this time in the
setting of DVU (each group will receive more detailed role descriptions):
 Jack, DVU’s CERT duty officer
 Sue, DVU’s head of IT and CERT line manager
 Henk, DVU’s lawyer
 Claudia, cyber police officer
New roles are:
 Maestros, the dean of DVU
 Guenther, CERT duty officer of CERT of DVU’s ISP, XIS (X Internet Services)
 Jane, CERT duty officer of XCERT, the national CERT of country X
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After the role-play we evaluate. The evaluation will include the following aspects:
 Possibly sectoral cooperation?
 Cooperation with ISPs?
 Role of national/government/CIIP team?
 The international aspect of e.g. a botnet takedown like ‘ghostclick’
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4

Summary

You need to ask yourself, what is the most significant lesson that you learned in this exercise? And
apart from that, what was the next most significant lesson you learned?
Do you know what to do when the police ask you politely to cooperate, or when they raid you?
Do you know what you can do and cannot do in internal investigations against colleagues of yours,
or clients of your company?
Do you know what to do, who to contact, and what you are expected to do when computers inside
your organisation turn out to be zombies in a botnet?
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